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overview
THE WIDOW MARSH opens on a farm where a trailer 

resides. A shadow of a lonely man dwells inside, hiding 
himself form the outside world. This is George 

Theophilis in the aftermath of the events that we are 
about to witness transpire.

We cut to one year earlier when a bloated corpse is 
discovered in the marshes of a country town. 

Overweight Sherriff Lee Jefferies is called to the scene.

At a diner, door-to-door salesman George Theophilis 
has breakfast with his best friend and business partner 

Chet. George rambles on his recent break up while Chet 
prepares himself to leave the business and work for his 

future father in law. 

George reveals he has “borrowed” a great sum of 
money from his company’s funds and sneakily takes the 

tip left for their waitress, Lucy.

The beautiful widow, Hayes Marsh is unhappy that her 
older lover Owen, is constantly away from home on 
business. George arrives at Hayes’ front door to sell 

insurance and breaks his hand in the door when she 
tries to turn him away. 

Hayes lets George in and allows him to pitch what he is 
selling. Seeing the potential to further con the sweet 

widow, George suddenly suffers an epileptic seizure…. 
right when George has Hayes ready to sign.

An original motion picture screenplay by Tom Vecchio

Genre: Crime / Black Comedy

Taglines: “She’s the nicest con-artist in town”, “Murder. 
Betrayal. Life Insurance.” “The Salesman, The Waitress, 
The Widow. The Con”

Theme: Isolation, misery, greed, pursuit of happiness, 
love

Comparable’s: In Bruges, Misery, Blood Simple, Fargo, 
Burn After Reading

Tone: If In Bruges had the downhill spiral of Misery and 
the dark tone of Blood Simple with a sprinkling of the 
humour from Fargo, you’d have The Widow Marsh

Short Synopsis: In a small country town, a 
door-to-door life insurance salesman - who has never 
let anything get out of his control - cons a seemingly 
sweet widow before falling for her daughter. 

The widow slowly turns the tables on him through 
blackmail, which hurls him into a robbery scheme that 
leads to a series of murders that jeopardise more than 
just his career and pursuit of love. 
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The Crime genre has always been hugely popular. Over the last thirty-five years the average 
gross of a wide release film in the genre is USD$41,198,349. 

Many of the films mentioned in the poll contained elements of Dark Comedy such as Pulp 
Fiction, Goodfellas and Inherent Vice - proving that there is an appeal for the genres to 
converge. - Box Office Mojo

crime market

The Black Comedy genre is a real underdog in commercial cinema. With the right 
marketing, The Widow Marsh can see an impressive ROI – 

especially with named cast and crew attached.

In North America alone the Comedy genre was ranked the most popular genre with 
USD$39.35 Billion in ticket sales over the last twenty years*. That’s almost 50% of the 

market. -Statista

However, this film is something on the darker side of comedy. The average gross of a wide 
release Black Comedy film is USD$30,645,202*. 

It is interesting to note that one of the top ten highest grossing black comedies of the last 
thirty years was Nicole Kidman’s 2004 film The Stepford Wives.

While some films in the genre haven’t been able to compete with huge blockbusters, they 
have been met with critical acclaim and respectable ROI’s. - Box Office Mojo

Based on information we have discovered, we can determine that the Black Comedy 
genre doesn't typically have or require huge budgets for special effects or sets etc, and 

this can lead to higher than average ROI’s.

Budget: Given the nature of the screenplay, The Widow Marsh is best suited to a mid-range 
independent production, with an estimated budget of between USD$7 - $10 million. This 

should achieve maximum ROI.

Revenue: As aforementioned, The Widow Marsh is a very unique property, however there are 
a number of movies with similar story lines, cast and budgets that we can use in order to 

project potential revenue. As such we can assume a worldwide gross of between 
USD$39m - $41m.

financial

black comedy marketoverview
Meanwhile, Sherriff Lee Jefferies is at a loss on who the bloated corpse may be. The case is 
given to Special Agent Cal Moore who discovers the deceased was a policeman… last known 
to have reopened the case of the late Mr Marsh who died mysteriously 25 years previously. 
Hayes made $250,000 off the life insurance. 

Hayes surprises George at his apartment and wants to finish the insurance sale. After the 
sale, George and Hayes become fast friends. George helps Hayes around her house with 
chores. Hayes wishes to introduce George to her estranged daughter, Lucy. While their initial 
encounter is cold, they soon begin seeing each other. George falls for Lucy. Lucy, however, 
begins falling for Sherriff Lee – an old friend from high school.

When George discovers that Hayes has faked an accident to profit on the insurance George 
sold her, Hayes finally comes clean and blackmails George to help steal money from Owen’s 
safe while he is out of town. Hayes promises George he may marry Lucy if he does so.

Has George finally met his match? Whose heart will Lucy break? Will Cal Moore bring the 
widow Marsh to justice? Will Owen make his flight?!

(con’t)



comparables

Budget: $20m
Gross: $43m

Budget: $14m
Gross: $58m

Budget: $37m
Gross: $60m

Budget: $21m
Gross: $85m

Budget: $7m
Gross: $26m

producers

- figures from imdbpro

Gilbert Adler has had a varied and illustirous 
career and has produced ‘tent-pole’ features 
for major studios as well as indie films and hit 
television shows. His credits include; Tales from 
the Crypt, House on Haunted Hill, Ghost Ship, 
Starsky & Hutch, Constantine, Superman 
Returns, Valkyrie and more....

Anthony Salamon has worked in project 
development for over 15 years, and has 
assisted in the development of projects for 
producers such as Steven Stabler (Dumb & 
Dumber), Ariel Levy (The Spy Who Loved Me) 
and the late Menachem Golan (Canon Group). 
He has produced award winning shorts, 
documentaries, web-series and features.

For more information please contact the Producers - 
Anthony Salamon via anthony@alansmitheeproductions.com  &
Gilbert Adler via gilbert.adler@me.com

(con’t)

cast
Given the estimated budget and the nature of the screenplay, we anticipate casting lead 
‘named’ actors. For example, as Hayes, an established lead actress with ‘marquee’ value. To 
support the lead, an ensemble of great character actors would be needed, providing a 
strong all-round cast. This would increase marketability of the film and would keep in-line 
with what audiences have come to expect from the genre.

THE WIDOW MARSH features a strong lead female role that has a deep level of complexity. 
Although the story is set in a small American town, the character of Hayes Marsh is a well 
travelled character and has intricate nuances.

The supporting cast is just as important, and in this character driven crime piece, there is 
some diverse roles for well recognized actors to really “sink their teeth into”. 
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